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Ch, ch, ch, ch changes: The plan to change the current layout of the campus, top left, to appear like the main picture, will be complete with walkways and a Stag statue.

Proposed campus changes to overhaul roads, walkways, landscape
BY RACHEL BREAN

A network of walking paths. More picturesque landscaping. New spaces for recreation
and relaxation in the Quad. These are some of
the first steps in the campus makeover of the
University due to begin this summer.
"It's exciting with any master plan to
finally 'put a shovel in the ground' and get
started," said Thomas Curran, director of
Campus Planning and Design.
In the months ahead, Fairfield hopes to
begin implementing its new Landscape Master Plan to develop new outdoor spaces, with
an overall goal to encourage more pedestrian
movement around campus.
Standards have been created for plant
materials, site furnishings, paving and
lighting that will unify the campus in an

environmentally-friendly manner.
"Students that live on campus are here
24/7, and they're the ones that use these
spaces to study, to sit down with a friend, or to
throw a Frisbee," said William Weitzer, senior
vice president. "Our priorities are dictated by
what will benefit students most."
, The development of the Landscape
Master Plan was headed by Weitzer, who has
a Ph. D. in environmental psychology and is
an advocate for the importance of an aesthetically pleasing campus for learning.
Weitzer said that the most frequent complaint that the University receives about the
campus is in regards to layout.
"While many individual aspects of our
campus are beautiful, we don't think about
how the pieces fit together," said Weitzer.
Weitzer is most proud of the cohesive-

ness that the new plan will bring to campus.
"I am excited about having a Quad that
says we are one community," said Weitzer.
"That is what college is all about."
Mark Reed, vice president for administrative & student affairs, said that the cost of
phase one of the Landscape Master Plan will
range between $1.5 million to $2.5 million.
Phase one of the Landscape Master
Plan is the redesign of the Residential Quad
and a small area near Loyola Hall. The
existing pathway network will be rerouted
to strengthen connections to other areas
and buildings.
"This plan will create an outdoor space
for the Quad residents that truly enhances the
social aspects of campus life," said Curran.
A standard paving material palette will
be used to create a unified path system that

will eventually extend throughout campus
with future phases. Shrubs and trees that are
currently in the space will be removed and
new plantings as well as furnishings will be
installed.
"The patch Of grass behind Loyola
Hall makes the area so divided," said Jenny
Mingus TO, a Loyola resident. "If changes
were made people would intermix instead of
being so separate by dorm. It would be great
to have the area more unified and have more
room for activity."
Phase two of the Landscape Master Plan
will extend the cohesive path system to the
"Campus Core," the area near the Barone
Campus Center and Canisius Hall. This
phase also will create a link between Dolan
SEE "PHASE" ON P.
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Students question administration on housing
"I don't know what will happen to current juniors who toward the seniors who were separated from their friends
weren't let off campus," said Reed.
due to the lottery.
After enduring an Off-Campus Boarder lottery, forced
"It is a lot more complicated then saying we can do it over.
"I was in this position myself as a senior here," said
triples for freshman, juniors living in Claver and a failed plan We have to look at it in a broader context," he said.
Pellegrino. "There will always be kids disappointed, but
for garden apartments all in the past year, students finally got
Reed insisted that until a new system was put into place, it is not impossible to have a good time while living on
their chance to speak up at an open forum with four adminis- the students would have to abide by the results of the lottery campus."
trators who are involved with student housing.
"I thought the forum went very well," said FUSA Presibecause it would be impossible to satisfy everyone.
Upwards of 200 students came out to fire questions at
"Fairfield as an institution that guarantees students four dent Jeff Seiser TO. "The next step is on us now. FUSA has
Vice President for Administrative Services and Director of years of housing, and allows students to apply to be let off to continue with the progress made tonight and continue to
Student Affairs Mark Reed, Associate Vice President and campus," he added. "We have to uphold the integrity of the work toward what is best for the students."
Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino, Director of Residence Life decision."
See online for more coverage at fairfieldmirror.com.
Deborah Cady and Associate Director of Residence ;
INSIDE:
:
Aside from a minor flare-up from Colin Sheckart
Life Jason Downer concerning the increasing student ; EDITORIAL : 09, who challenged the panel to "cut the bullshit," the
woes over housing.
:
„ t
\ forum ran smoothly and many important issues were
The forum was agreed upon by FUSA and the :
: raised, such as the rumored "gentlemen's agreement"
administration after FUSA chose not to protest the issue at the University has with the town.
Admitted Students' Day.
"There has been no agreement in paper or over a handSenate Chair Dan Lamendola '09 opened the discussion shake with the town over a certain number of seniors that can
by challenging the administration to allow students to experi- be let off," Reed said adamantly. "We have discussed the issue
ence living independent of campus policies and services.
with them, and agreed to keep it at a reasonable number."
"The students should still have the school to be behind
Chris Winslow TO informed the panel that securing a
them, but not watching over them," he said. "Seniors should townhouse is becoming a competition.
not be kept on campus in order to keep beds filled.
"The myth that there are no beach houses left by the end
"Independent living is an integral part of the collegiate of the year is a myth," said Cady. "In no other circumstance
experience."
are people expected to sign a lease so early, which really
The forum opened with questions targeted at the proposed isn't a smart idea."
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
flaws with the current OCB lottery and the distress of juniors
FUSA appealed to Reed and Pellegrino on an Administration response: Tom Pellegrino, left, and Mark
not allowed off campus.
emotional level, asking them if they feel sympathetic Reed, right, responded to students' questions on housing
BY JOE CARRETTA
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Jesuits break ground in heart of campus
"Let me welcome you to what will be
a momentous occasion for the University
Tuesday signified more than the com- community," said University President Fr.
memoration of Earth Day for members of Jeffrey von Arx in the opening remarks of
the Fairfield community as they gathered at the ceremony.
Bellarmine Hall to break ground on the new,
The proposed two-story Jesuit Comenvironmentally friendly Jesuit residence.
munity Center, located near the south end
of campus off Barlow Road,
will house 12 Jesuits and will
also act as a central gathering,
meeting and reflection space
to reinforce the notion of living and learning at Fairfield.
"The Jesuits have been
in the education business for
over 400 years," said von
Arx. "Jesuits traditionally
were not far from the heart
of campus."
While the primary goal
of the new residence is to give
Jesuits as more prominent
place on campus, the building
will also be an experiment in
Digging in: from left, University President Fr. Jeffrey von
sustainable living, a "long,
Arx, Board of Trustee member Kevin M. Conlisk '66, archivery thoughtful process" that
tect Alan Organschi and Fr. Walter Colan take the first step
took root in 2005, according to
toward a new Jesuit residence.
Fr. Walter Conlan, S.J., rector
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

of the Jesuit community at Fairfield.
The $7.5 million building — a collaboration of University officials and architects
Elizabeth Gray and Alan Organschi from Gray
Organschi Architecture in New Haven, Conn.
— will also boast geothermal heating and cooling capacities, bamboo flooring and recycled
industrial materials and carpeting.
Utilization of this technology will also
"encourage being good stewards of the land,"
said Fr. Gilbert Sunghera, S.J., axonsultant on
the project and assistant professor of architecture at the University of Detroit Mercy.
A rooftop garden of grass and wildflowers
will not only be visually pleasing, but it will
also .protect against harmful ultraviolet rays,
absorb upwards of 95 percent of rainwater and
capture run-off during heavy rains.
Apart from a diseased beech tree, which
will be used to build furniture in the new
facility, no additional surrounding trees will
be harmed in the building, which will begin
in June.
As part of the ceremony, a St. Ignatius
medallion was buried next to one of the beech
trees to commemorate the site and will be removed upon completion in 10 to 12 months.
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.

JBY KERI HARRISON

FAIRFIELD
2008 Fairfield Awards Dinner!
raises $1.1 million for diversity
In its continuing effort to increase
diversity on campus, Fairfield raised
!a record-breaking $1.1 million at its!
annual Awards Dinner, according to!
a University press release.
The press release said that the!
!money raised will go toward The!
Alumni Multicultural Scholarship!
Fund, which aims at diversifying the!

Fairfield community.
The dinner, which was held at!
the Grand Hyatt on April 8, featured!
many speakers, including University!
President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx, Peter!
KDtoki '08 and keynote speaker Geoffrey Canada, president and chief executive officer of Harlem's Children's
Zone, Inc.
Each speaker spoke of the importance to increase diversity and praised!
the University's efforts to address this!
issue in its strategic plan.
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Campus to the north and the Dolan School of
Business to the south.
- "We want to accommodate for students
living in Dolan, so that they might not feel so
far away. It won't feel like your going from one
world to another," said Weitzer.
Highlighting phase three of the Landscape
Master plan is a bridge over the existing loading dock at the Barone Campus Center to allow
pedestrians another option to access nearby
buildings, such as the library. Access to the
library from other areas of campus has proved
problematic for pedestrians.
"The new pedestrian bridge looks really
convenient; I think it should be phase one, the
first step in making campus changes," said Kyle
Duggan '11. "When your walking anywhere
from that direction it's a nuisance."
Phase four of the plan involves creating
a more pedestrian-friendly campus core. The
BCC traffic circle will be completely replaced
by pathways, plants and furnishings.
Further improvements within the Landscape Master Plan that may be done in the
future include a separate entrance for Fairfield
Prep, a nature trail, as well as reworked traffic
and parking areas.
s
The Landscape Master Plan was devel-1
oped based on input garnered from a series
of inclusive, collaborative workshops with
many members of the campus and surround-

News briefs

OTOKI

Phase one to be completed this summer
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Changes in attitudes: The BCC will also receive a face lift, transforming from the top left to
the middle picture. The phases are as follows: phase one, the revitalization of the residential
quad; phase two, campus core enhancement; phase three, Barone Campus Center and the
area behind Alumni Hall; phase four, campus center circle and connection road; followed by
additional campus enhancements. To see more proposed plans, log on to Fairfieldmirror.com

!The Pope completes his first visit!
to America
Pope Benedict XVI's first visit to
the United States as the leader of the!
Roman Catholic Church came to an!
lend Sunday night, just a few hours
iafter he said Mass to nearly 60,000!
people at Yankee Stadium.

is a part of a number of construction projects
ing community.
The University has hired the landscape that will be implemented this summer, includarchitectural firm of Towers-Golde to complete ing an Early Childhood Learning Center and a
the design, which is expected to be imple- new Jesuit Community Center.
mented this'summer.
Fairfield tries to avoid doing construction
"There are various regulatory approvals during the academic year.
required," said Reed. "That said, it is our sin"I think that it's a pain to have a construccere hope and ultimately our goal to commence tion site as your school. It seems like a good
work on phase one this summer, with most idea as long as I don't have to see the process,"
complete by the time students arrive back to said Allie Quinlan TO.
Brendan Sargent' 11 agreed. "If it can get
campus in late August."
The revitalization of the Residential Quad . done rather quickly, it'd be awesome."

brds from the Web:
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"WOMAN DENIED
Colleen Gibson/The Mirror

FAIRFIELD":

Mr. Fairfield - I guess Shawne skipped too many freshman
English classes to realize what Mister means. I guess having 11
women athletic teams compared to nine men means that the men
should be able to play field hockey and volleyball. Only fair.
-MR MR
Posted 4/17/08 @ 1:42 PM EST

ARTICLE

It sounds to me like IRHA needs to take inventory of the situation here and just be happy that they have a willing contestant. If
I were them I'd capitalize on the fact that she is the first woman to
want to enter and that this fact might actually encourage people
to show up to the event juxtaposed against the other traditionally
poorly attended IRHA events.
This competition is a fun time, and yes, a mock beauty contest.
It's a joke of sorts and fun for all involved. That
being said, there is no good reason why Miss
Lomauro should be ineligible to enter.
If she's willing to take part in the goofiness
of the whole endeavor why not let her?

Interact with The Mirror

Online readers find out about breaking news before
anyone else. Online also features exclusive videos and articles.

MIRROR

O N LINE

Visit at www.fairfieldmirror.com

It's worth looking into.
ZZ^Z—

- 07 Grad
Posted 4/20/08 @ 4:30 AM EST

During his six-day trip in Wash
ington, D.C. and New York, the Pope
held a closed-door meeting with Pres
ident Bush, became the first Pope to!
visit an American synagogue, blessed;
Ground Zero and expressed his shame!
iover the recent child abuse scandals!
that has rocked the Church, according!
to a New York Times article.
Among his main points to Ameri
cans, which included the visit's theme of!
"Christ our Hope," Pope Benedict urged!
Catholics, especially the young Catho
lies, to remain faithful in every aspect of
their lives and to rise against all evil and!
terrorism facing today's society.
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Graduates find less jobs, more money
starting-salary statistics for the class of 2007.
The average salary, not including bonuses,
was $49,586. Healthcare majors averaged
at $53,692, accounting at $52,722, science/
research/technology at $50,230, consulting at
$51,333, insurance at $45,000 and marketing/
communications majors at $42,703.
Many seniors agree that students with
certain majors have a greater likelihood of
being hired sooner rather than later.
Craig Cherpock '08, an accounting major,
said he thinks it is easier for students in the

which he stated was "a rather mild one," had
the slowest recovery of any of the ten postWith less than a month until graduation,
World War II recessions, so "this does not
the class of 2008 is facing both good news
bode well for the '08 grads."
and bad news.
"A key factor will be the response of
A recent survey of employers and stuthe federal government to the situation," he
dents conducted by MonsterTRAK, a division
said. "The tax rebate program is about to
of Monster.com, found that only 59 percent
begin but many economists think it is too
small and too late."
of employers plan to hire this year's graduates
Tyson Tortora '08, a finance major,
in the spring and summer, compared to the 76
agrees that "with the market in a slight
percent of employers surveyed last year, due
recession, companies are obviously going
to the nation's economical slump.
While this is a disto hire less students, but
couraging statistic for Employers planning on hiring '08 grads
Average starting salary for '08 grads
they still need the highest
those seniors still on the
caliber students to be the
job hunt, it may be inspir- 70%
face of the future."
ing to hear that last year's
For some students,
average starting salary of 60%
especially in the College
$36,000 for graduates has 50%
of Arts and Sciences, the
been raised to $39,500
lines of work associated
this year, according to
with their majors are more
MonsterTRAK.
ambiguous than those
30%
Survey results found
in the business school.
by the National Asso- 20%
Many of these students,
ciation of Colleges and 10%
such as Lauren Tuthill
Employers (NACE) were
'08, a sociology major,
0%
similar to those of Monsare
looking towards gradLast year
This year
terTRAK.
uate school to refine their
According to Gretcharea of expertise.
en Tosh, assistant director of the Career Planning business school to get job offers earlier be"The job boards are so unreliable
Center, the spring 2008 issue of NACE's Salary cause their studies focus on an exact career.
right now, it seems you either need
Survey shows that average starting salary offers
"Most jobs are lined up after summer in- connections or you have to go on to
to 2007-2008 graduates are on the rise.
ternships from junior year," he said, "so there is grad school to even have a chance,"
"Indeed the current recession is likely to less worry and pressure the entire senior year." she said.
have a negative impact on the employment
This is not the first time graduates have
The Career Planning Center is planopportunities of '08 graduates," said James experienced difficulty in searching for em- ning to collect data from the current senior
Buss, an economics professor, "but I would ployment, along with the rest of the nation.
class sometime in the coming weeks, but
imagine the employment rates will vary
"The recessions in both 1991-92 and in Tosh does not expect "too much change
greatly by major."
2000-2001 saw rather high unemployment from last year's reports."
While the Career Planning Center has not rates for 'white collar' workers rather than just
As far as how kind the job market will
collected any salary data for the class of 2008 'blue collar' employees," Buss pointed out.
definitively be for the class of 2008, as
yet, Tosh provided the following breakdown of
The last recession, according to Buss, Buss said, "time will tell."
BY SARA QUIGLEY
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According to MonsterTrak

According to MonsterTrak
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By the
numbers
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

400
Number of students who were released in
the original Off-Campus Boarder (OCB)
Lottery.

200
Approximate number of students in attendance of FUSA's housing forum.

176
Number of days from when the OCB
lottery happened until student leaders
debated the issue with administrators
in public.

100
Approximate number of rising seniors
not released.

28
Number of days until the letter sent to
Dean Pellegrino from Senate Chair Tim
Rich '08 was returned.

Number of senators opposed to the
three Senate bills against the Housing
committee (Chris Steele '08).
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y Tanning

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?
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It has caused more dropouts than
organic chemistry, microbiology and
integral calculus combined.
Do you really want that $35,000 going to waste?

GREAT STUDENT RATES!
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1871 Black Rock Tpk.
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Campus crime beat:
Stop parking by the baseball field when games are going on
Tuesday, April 15
1:46 p.m. A Sodexho employee
reported vandalism to a vehicle parked
outside Alumni Hall. It is still under
investigation.
Thursday, April 17
10:09 a.m. A Quad-side window
in Campion was found smashed.
Maintenance was called.
2:02 p.m. A laptop was reported
stolen from Campion. Public Safety
asks any student with information to
come forward. The case is still under
investigation.
5:05 p.m. A narcotics violation
was reported. Fairfield Police Department was notified and it was referred
to Judicial.
7:09 p.m. A faculty member

reported a wallet stolen from Donnarumma Hall,

Sunday, April 20
2:12 a.m. There was malicious
activation of an EPS phone. The responsible parties were identified and
reported. .
2:13 p.m. A foul ball from a baseball game hit a parked car and broke
one of its windows.

Public Safety pulls gun on non-student
BY KERI HARRISON

While responding to a fight at the
Village area involving two non-students
on the morning of April 12, a Public
Safety officer pulled out his gun, according to Associate Director of Public
Safety Frank Ficko.
Ficko said that when the officer
asked one of the suspects for identification, as per normal standard procedure,
the suspect fled, with the officer following. A foot chase ensued while the

suspect continued to ignore the officer's
commands to stop. The suspect was
found lying facedown in the grass near
Hopkins Pond with his hands tucked
under his waistband.
After the suspect ignored the officer's request to put his hands to the
side where they could be seen, the
officer, for safety reasons, upholstered
his sidearm.
The suspect then complied, and
was arrested by the Fairfield Police Department for disorderly conduct, along

The
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two students was reported. They were
referred to Judicial.
6:38 p.m. A StagCard was reported missing from Jogues. It is still
under investigation.
Saturday, April 19
12:15 p.m. A foul ball from a
baseball game hit a parked car and
broke one of its windows.

Friday, April 18
12:30 a.m. An assault regarding

Mirror

with another non-student.
Lt. Michael Walsh of the Fairfield
Police Department named the two
arrested as Eric Ruff and Antwaun
Roach-Baptiste, the suspect involved
in the foot chase. Both were warned
never to return to University property,
Walsh said.
According to Ficko, the officer
pulling out his gun is "consistent with
Department training and procedures."
"The officer's safety is paramount,"
he said.
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WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Assistant Managing Editor Christina Stoddard if
interested at tom.w.cleary@gmail.com

FOR RENT
Newer Beach House
2008-2009 School Year 3 Bedroom Great
Waterviews 203-464-1516

MAIL: 1073 North Benson Road, Box AA,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06824
OFFICE: Barone Campus Center Room 104
MEETINGS: Thursday, 6 p.m., Mirror Office
E-MAIL: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

SUMMER RENTALS on Reef Road starting
June 1. Call 917.574.8179 for more details.

CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS

FOR RENT 2008-2009 ACADEMIC YEAR
FURNISHED BEACH HOUSE
LANTERN POINT
3 BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (203)261-6336

The Mirror strives to report accurately in all its stories.
If you encounter any errors, please contact Editor in
Chief Alexandra Gross at (203) 256-6529.

Fairfield Beach - College Place
House for Rent 2008/2009
4 BR, 2 BR, 5 people max.
Furnished. Off St. parking.
S41.500.00/schooi year plus utils plus sec.
Also avail over Summer 2008 if interested.
Pis call Sarah at 203.256.9436
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Saving the earth, one tray at a time
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A failed forum
As the lower level of the Barone Campus Center filled
with students, including many members of FUSA, for the
Open Housing Forum, all eyes fell on four administrators.
As Vice President for Administrative and Student Affairs
Mark Reed, Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino, Director of
Residence Deb Cady and Associate Director of Residence
Life Jason Downer dodged every question tossed at them
from the audience, not much progress was made.
Meanwhile, the students failed on their end as well.
After a year of attempts to discuss the issues of the on and
off-campus housing lottery system, FUSA finally succeeded in gaining the ears of the administration after a
threatened protest on Admitted Students Day; this forum
was a result of a fumbled away opportunity that could have
forced change.
The administration was allowed to speak for far too
long, ignoring the original limit of three minutes per
answer and six minutes per question set for the speakers.
Reed and his fellow administrators were allowed to ramble
on endlessly, making students who came eager to have
their voices heard forced to wait to have their question
answered, to only be given a non-conclusive answer.
An unfortunate fire alarm in the middle of the forum at
10 p.m. also discouraged students from speaking as many
left instead of waiting outside to be let back in. Many
FUSA voices were heard, but that should have been done
months ago, in a Senate meeting, rather than in a supposed
open forum for the entire student body.
Housing woes were apparent back in November when
the Off-Campus Boarder lottery results were released, but
it took until the last week of 2007-2008 school year for a
discussion to begin with the administration.
Reed pushed aside the importance of Senate and student's opinions, saying that the new housing plans do not
need to be confirmed by the Senate before being accepted,
because of the amount of money in play. But, the students
are the ones that provide the University with the majority of the money and are the ones that will be living in the
new housing.
It should be the students and the alumni, represented
by the Board of Trustees, that make the important decisions on campus.
Finally, it is important for the administration to remember that although students are also adults. Students who
are 21 or 22 years old need not be "released" before being
allowed off campus. Guaranteed housing is an important
aspect of the University during a student's first two or three
years on campus, but after that it should be the student's
choice where they live.
Although the forum was a small step in the right direction, both the students and the administration left much to
be desired on Tuesday night.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
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To celebrate Earth Week, the cafeteria has decided to nix plastic trays. The effort is an attempt to cut down on food
waste per person; an estimated one ounce per student meal is wasted, according to General Manager ofFairfield
Dining Services Bryan Davis. Students enter the cafeteria and, without a tray, are limited to one plate of food, reducing the amount of waste. Check out more Earth Day coverage in News p.2 and Campus Life on p. 10.

From shotgunning comes frombling
Next, you move the can down
to your mouth and bite the can to
make the hole bigger. Some people
bite with their teeth.
Others prefer to put their lips
over the can and apply pressure
without their teeth touching metal.
From that point on, all you have
to do is drink. The pressure in the
can comes out of the hole which

a night thing."
When asked if he had any tips
for a first-time frombler, he said,
College is a place where people
go to-gain a higher education. Col"wear a backwards fitted hat your
first time so you don't end up with
lege is also a place where many
people drink a lot of beer.
a bruise on your forehead."
Not everyone is a fan of the
It makes perfect sense that when
fromble.
young, creative minds come together
"It is the dumbest thing I've ever
and have a beer or two, new methods
seen," said Kevin Manning '11.
of drinking it will come about.
And, thus,
"It is a
waste of beer,
the fromble
and people look
was born.
like cavemen
Many colwho have never
lege students
seen a can beare familiar
fore when they
with alterare slamming it
nate ways of
on their heads,"
beer drinking;
he said.
ways in which Z35 <Sit
There are
a whole beer
definitely mixed •
can be conemotions as to
sumed without
the acceptance
the tedious act
of the fromble
of the convenbut there is one
tional chug.
constant and
The funnel
even those who
and the shotare anti-fromble
gun are two of
will admit it.
the more popuPeter Caty/The Mirror
"It is pretty
lar methods.
From intelligent minds come intelligent talents: Students give frombling,
funny," said ManThe fromble is a new form of drinking beer similar to the shotgun, a try.
ning.
relatively unI find the
derground but
is taking the sophomore class of results in beer flooding down your fromble relatively harmless.
Whoever came up with this
throat just like any other method of
Fairfield by storm.
idea is quite a pioneer.
To fromble, all you need is drinking a whole beer in one shot.
Frombling is a spectator sport
The origins of the fromble is
a standard 12-ounce can. To start
the process, you put the can in unknown. The first time I ever saw for me and it is likely to stay that
your dominant hand and shake the it was at a university north of here way, but you know I'll be the first
beer to build up as much pressure that is sometimes referred to as fan to watch when I hear, "I'm going
to Fromble!"
"the zoo."
inside as possible.
So, is the fromble an entertainThose
students
were
the
best
Once you feel that you" have
ing
trick
to do at parties or a dangerfromblers
I've
seen
to
date
and
if
built up adequate pressure, you
ous
and
barbaric
act?
hold the can horizontally with both they aren't the creators, they are
The
jury
is
still
out on that but
certainly perfectors.
hands.
one
thing
is
to
be
certain:
Students .
"I like to fromble," said one
At this point, you start hitting
the can on your forehead as hard as male sophomore. "It is fun to do on a college campus learn a lot more
possible until a hole forms in the and hilarious to watch, I mean, I then what their professors teach
can, which usually happens in five wouldn't fromble every beer I had them in class.
in a night, but it's definitely a once
to 10 strikes.
BY JOHN PADOVANO
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How do you feel about Fr. von
Arx serving as commencement
speaker?

Dr. Gudelunas is also a senior. Can he speak at
commencement, too?

Mirror

Words from the

Web
Tailgating: Hutch's kiddie party

- Ally Montany '08

/ think it's okay, but they should have had someone
from outside the University speak.
- Stephanie Stadig '10

Ifs funny how everyone thinks they're the first to do
anything fun.
In the mid-90's, there were several tailgating events
Centered around the football team. Those events were much
more enjoyable than this one sounds because it was really
tailgating involving not only students; but alumni andfans
in general who were free to party like real people.
It's another example of Fairfield's ability to turn a time
honored tradition into a sanitized kiddie party. Is there
going to be a bouncy house?
— GMD responding to April 17 article "Making it
Great" by Jess Mitchell.

/ think it's the University's way of being lazy by not
looking for a real commencement speaker.

Athletic mistakes = no Red Sea

- Michelle Serratelli '09

Two major factors of why school spirit has declined:
first, basketball games and the Red Sea left Alumni Hall,
and second, discontinuing football just when it made huge
strides in making past alumni and students apart of the
program. The administration dropped the ball on choosing to move hoops to Bridgeport and ending the football
program. Let's move forward with the renovation to alumni
hall. I think the athletic program just addedfootball because
they new it would generate the support and need to upgrade
facilities quickly and would be easy to discontinue down the
road. The real story is they were able to get the facilities
■jthey always wanted originally for lacrosse.

Weak.
- Joe Weldon '09

It's a cool idea since von Arx came here the same
year they [the seniors] did. But I would probably
want someone interesting from outside the University
as my speaker.

— Class of 2000 responding to April 17 article "Making
it Great" by Jess Mitchell.

- Rich Soriente '09
They could have done a better job choosing a
speaker that students don't see everyday.
— KerriHorgan'10

Letter to the Editor:
Searching for a Jesuit speaker off campus
To the Editor:
The fact that University
President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx,
has recently been announced as
the commencement speaker for
the class of 2008 was an incredible disappointment to me as a
graduating senior.
J^en if we had another
speaker for the address, von Arx
would have been speaking at the
commencement already.
I do not want to disrespect
von Arx — I think he has been an
excellent president and has carried
this University far over the last
four years. I admire his connection
and devotion to the students.
However, despite his strong
speaking skills, which I have
seen in action on countless
occasions, I do not approve of
the decision to name him commencement speaker.
The fact that von Arx is entering his fourth year along with
our class is not a reason to name
him commencement speaker.
He could already reflect on this
point as the president of the
University already does during
the commencement ceremony.
The new goal of getting a
speaker that isn't famous and
instead connects to the Jesuit

ideals on this campus also does
not justify this decision.
I agree with this concept,
and I also agree with the idea
that fame does not necessarily
beget a good commencement
address. However, I challenge
the University to spend the
thought, time and money that
currently goes into choosing
convocation speakers who
clearly live out the Jesuit ideals towards the choosing of the
convocation speaker.
Dr. Paul Farmer (Fall 2006)
and Greg Mortensen (Fall 2008)
are two examples of such convocation speakers.
Devoting one's life to
building schools or hospitals
for the destitute poor seems to
be in line with the Jesuit ideal of
cura personalis — priesthood
notwithstanding.
If Fairfield wants to begin
expanding outside the bubble
of this suburban campus and allowing our students to connect
with the real world, we must
invest in our students.
The completion of a fouryear degree should not be treated the same way as many other
events throughout those four
years — it is the culmination
of everything that has happened

over four years, and it deserves
to be treated as such.
Fairfield is completely unknown in most of the country,
and only known in certain
regions within our four-state
demographic.
If we want to break out of
this role and expand our academics onto a national forum, we
must step up to the challenge and
bring in people who are living
Jesuit ideals in the world that we
will inhabit when we graduate.
Someone who brings in
the knowledge and experience
of being a man or woman for
others off this pristine campus
will be much more valuable to
the seniors as we embark on our
own personal journeys.
Lessons from this university have been abundant over
our four years of study — it
is time to expand upon these
lessons and build a bridge to
the greater community of the
United States.
The best time to impart this
knowledge to us is during this
transition — please consider
these thoughts when analyzing
this choice in the future.
Sincerely,
Tara Jackson '08

A word to current students
from wise alum
Gee, this [tailgating] sounds like a watered down version
of Spam Jam, and let's face it: Spam Jam was a watered
down version of Clam Jam.
The student population needs to realize that their time
at Fairfield only lasts four years. To quote Jack Nicholson's
character. Frank Costello, in The Departed, "I don't want
to he a product of my environment. I want my environment
to be a product of me."
Fairfield students need to take some responsibility for
their time at Fairfield. If a professor is not intellectually
stimulating you talk to them, the department head, or the
academic dean. Ifyou're unhappy with your roommate, talk
to them, then the RA, then to Residence Life.
Students need to apply this same mentality to their social lives. They need to realize that they need to plan fun
activities: unfortunately, FUSA and IRHA are so entwined
with administration they rarely have the guts to take a stand
against the views of the administration. Even if a student
leader is motivated to change things the bureaucracy of
the planning process usually stamps out any creativity ana
tun that originally motivated the leaders to run for student
government.
Jesuit ideals do not mean sitting around passively taking the boring events spoon-fed to students year after year.
Whether it's a carnival or a barbecue, it won't become a
Fairfield tradition until students run it from planning to
execution.
Fairfield administration, public safety, andfire marshals
should be included only on a "need to know basis". Ifyou are
planning something involving alcohol, you'll have to talk to
the head of the levee to get bartenders trained. If it is to be
held inside, talk to Joe Bouchard to make sure it is safe from
a fire code standpoint. Talk to Public Safety to make sure
ley know how many students you are expecting, and that
re is proper coverage in case things get out of hand.
Alternatively, students should return the fun back to
airfield Beach by hosting a huge party on the sand and the
deck. If it is planned properly you can have fun and have
it be ICQOI.
— alum responding to April 17 article "Making it Great"
Mitchell.
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BY LEIGH BLICKLEY

He's been spotted at the Seagrape, the
Southport Brewing Company and even
the RecPlex.
Justin Long, "the Mac guy" and son of
Fairfield philosophy professor James Long,
who was hesitant to speak on Justin's behalf,
may be a distinguished Hollywood actor, but
he's still a local of Fairfield.
"I go back a lot to Fairfield whenever I
can," Long told the Fairfield Citizen-News

in 2005.
"It's a slower pace, not as chaotic it's
easier for me to function as myself."
Long likes to keep a low profile, but his
recent steamy romance with actress Drew Barrymore has caught the media's attention.
The "He's Just Not That Into You" costars
spent a long holiday weekend in Fairfield for
Thanksgiving last year. Long took Barrymore
to one of his favorite spots, the Southport
Brewing Company, where he and some friends
shared some late night cocktails and laughs.
"They started out in the bar area
and then moved to a booth, where
they sat next to each other and
kissed and hugged," one eyewitness told People magazine.
But the media isn't the only
one spotting Long out and about
in Fairfield. Students and
alumni have had numerous
encounters with the actor
off and on campus.
Last year, sopho|„t mores Kara Ginnetty,
Colleen McCartin
and Caroline Conant were walking
back from Penny's
II Diner on Black
Rock when Long
sped past them in
the Angus Steakhouse parking lot._
"At first I was
like 'what the hell' because
this white BMW almost hit
us," said Ginnetty. "But then
People.com
he rolled down his window and
was like 'sorry girls.' I was just

really surprised!"
Known for his role in the Mac/PC
commercials, the now 29^ear-old Long
.graduated from Fairfield Prep in 1996,
jwhere he received the "most likely not
to be seen in class" superlative.
"I wasn't a big fan of school, and I
managed to miss a lot of it," Long told
Fairfield-Citizen News. "That usually
included some kind of ailment that was
hard to pinpoint, like a migraine."
After graduation, Long attended
Vassar College, where he was a philosophy
major and a member of the recognized sketch
comedy troupe "Laughingstock."
His comedic talent earned him positive
notice and he won roles in the independent films "Boygazm!" and
"Time Writer," and appeared in his first commercial film "Galaxy Quest"
(1999) with Tim Allen.
Long put a halt to his
career until after his graduation from Vassar in 2000.
From there he landed the
role as a nervous teenager,
Warren Cheswick, on the hit
NBC TV series "Ed." While a
regular on the show from 2000 to 2004, Long
starred in the horror film "Jeepers Creepers"
(2001) and played Britney Spears' boyfriend
in the teen flick "Crossroads" (2002).
"I got to spend four hours with Britney
in our underwear and they paid me for it," he
told WENN Entertainment News in 2001.
Long went on to star in the 2004 box office hit "Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story"
and appeared as Lindsay Lohan's love interest
in Disney's "Herbie Fully Loaded" (2005).
More recently he has been seen in hit films
such as "The Break-Up" (2006) with Jennifer
Aniston, "Accepted" (2006) with Jonah Hill
and "Live Free or Die Hard" (2007) alongside
Bruce Willis.
Long's mother, Wendy Lesniak is a
Broadway actress and a teacher at Roger Ludlowe Middle School in Fairfield. He has two
brothers Damian, who is an actor and teaches
at Weston High School in Connecticut, and
Christian, who is also an actor.
Long currently lives in New York City
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with his dog, Moose.
"In Connecticut, the
big thing was like
a keg party," said
Long in an interview with Themovieguy.com.
"You would go
to Bridgeport and
you didn't even
need any kind of
ID; they'd sell a beer
to like infants, if
an infant was strong
enough to carry a case
of beer."
In an interview with
Bailey-Gates he talked
about how Fairfield gives
him a dose
of reality.

Movies.yahoo.com

"I was at the Herbie premiere and it
was a big party, with a red carpet and photographers, and I'm being led around by my
publicist watching Us Weekly unfurl in front
of me," he said.
"The next night, I'm in Fairfield, standing
in line at the 'Grape', and I didn't get in."
On campus, a couple of students have
seen Long working out at the RecPlex. Kristen
Buckley '10, who worked at the gym, didn't
even realize that it was him.
"One day he came up to me and asked
me for a towel," said Buckley. "Afterward, a
friend told me it was Justin Long.
"I had no idea," she added. "He seems
like a really down-to-earth kind of guy."
Brittany Shaw '10 was entering the RecPlex when she saw a hooded Long walk past
her toward the exit.
"It's cool to see that he's comfortable
enough to go to the University's gym,"
said Shaw.
"It shows a lot about his character."

Sarah Marshall: One film that will be hard to 'forget
BY

JP PORRETTA

Comedic mastermind Judd Apatow has been on a roll
these past few years, spitting out gems like "Superbad,"
"Knocked Up" and "The 40 Year Old Virgin." Apatow
strikes gold once again with the romantic comedy, "Forgetting Sarah Marshall."
The film tells the story of Peter Bretter, a television
composer who was just dumped by Sarah Marshall (played
by Kristen Bell), Hollywood sensation and girlfriend of five
years. Realizing that he needs to escape from the sorrow
and depression that surrounds him, Peter decides to take a
vacation in Hawaii in order to clear his head.
But as fate would have it, Peter arrives to find his
ex and her new rock star boyfriend staying at the same
hotel.
This leaves him even more sullen at first, but Peter's
frown gets turned upside down when he meets the hotel's
customer service representative Rachel Jansen, who is
played by former "That 70s Show" star Mila Kunis (who,
by the way, looks like an absolute smoke show).
The role of Peter is played by Jason Segel, who also
wrote the screenplay. Segel brings an incredible presence
to the screen, presenting both a hilarious and believable
performance.
Despite the depressing mood shadowing our protagonist throughout a good portion of the film, laughter expected
from the perverted potty-mouth humor synoymous with an

!

Apatow film.
Like the unnecessary hospital scene in "Knocked Up,"
"Forgetting Sarah Marshall" is
filled with raunchy scenes that
will leave you both cringing
and laughing at the same time.
'And, any Apatow film
wouldn't be complete without
some of his usual cast members. Sporting minor roles
include "Superbad" star Jonah
Hill and "40 Year Old Virgin"
star Paul Rudd. Although only
minor characters in the film,
Hill and Rudd add just enough
laughs to make "Forgetting
Sarah Marshall" one of the funniest movies of the year.
ottentomatoes.com
Fans of "Superbad" and
Remember
Sarah
Marshall:
"Forgetting
Sarah
Marshall"
is
the
latest
addition
to direc"40 Year Old Virgin" may
tor/producer Judd Apatow's stellar track record.
be a little disappointed with
satisfied.
the more romantic story line
Although it has a more serious and romantic premise
involved, but it won't stop them from leaving the theater
to
&JSe~
'*' "F°rgetting Sarah Marshall" will leave you sporting
g&
a permanent smile throughout the entire two hours, and the
^a?j[T'
film will be hard to wash off once leaving the theater.
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Rap
music
with a
new 'flo'

Minor

MTV brings drama to the newsroom

BY ANDONI FLORES

When I think rap, I don't
think of violins, I don't think of
trumpets, and I most definitely
don't think of a full-fledged rock
band accompanying the aforementioned while MCee's rip
open microphones with rhymes
thick with political angst.
But then again, the Flobots
aren't just any rap group, its sonic wall is as solid as
any seasoned band. Just when everyone thought rap had
gone down the drain with the rise of Soulja Boy's "Crank
Dat" and" Yahhh," Flobots demonstrate that there is still
hope for the genre.
I'll still "super-soak that ho" and tell her "Ya, trick
ya" when she gets all up in my face but now it won't
be with a hopeless look of despair but more so in an
optimistic manner knowing that from now on, if I want
to listen to good rap I can always flick to the Flobots
on my iPod.
The group's first major release album "Fight
with Tools" sounds like the love child of Incubus and
Eminem, with the fierce narrative style of Bob Dylan.
For a band to share similarities with acts like these, you
better believe there's something amazing about them.
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When I first started listening to the band's opening track, "There's A War Going On For Your Mind" I
grew hesitant. I was worried that this group was going
to try to push some ridiculous message not unlike that
of Angels and Airwaves with its song "Everything is
Magic." Thankfully after a few seconds it became increasing evident that this group wasn't just a plethora
of musicians but that it had a clear and distinct message
and objective.
Flobots are as political as any musical group could
ever possibly be, covering everything from the war,
to Hurricane Katrina and racism. Hailing from the
most unexpected of places to produce amazing rap,
Denver, Colorado, the group is as racially diverse as
a bag of skittles.
The song "Anne Braden" is based on the 1950s racial
equality advocate and activist, while the more upbeat
track entitled "Stand Up" demands that we all stand up
and do something about the world we live in. It puts the
power to stop poverty in the hands of everybody. "If
you've got more to give then you've to prove put your
hands up and I'll copy you." With intense rapping the song
puts all the evils of the world on blast but still it leaves
you with hope, hope that all problems have a solution.
Overall this is an amazing album, as well put
together as possible with so many instruments. This
is quite possibly my favorite rap album of all time.
Not only do I recommend this group I demand you
go and listen to them.

Mtv.com

Fighting for the top: Seniors at Cypress Bay High School battle for editor in chief in the MTV show "The Paper"
BY

Louis

BUCCHERI

Halfway through the opening credits of MTV's "The
Paper," one of its virtues is already apparent: I'm not watching "Laguna Beach."
Don't get me wrong; Lauren and the gang are entertaining. But if I wanted to watch a show that never lets
me forget there's a script behind it, I'd tune in to daytime
television. The appeal behind reality TV lies in the fact that
the people, the locations and the drama ... are real. Where
have I heard that before?
Scattered among the series, which are as far from reality
as Laguna Beach is from Connecticut, are some shows that
prove MTV can do reality TV well. One shining example is
"True Life," a series that provides truly evocative snapshots
of the people—binge drinkers, s(feia wrestlers, Staten Island
women—that it documents. So when previews for "The
Paper" started circulating, I thought it would provide a clear
snapshot of high school journalists.
It doesn't.
It does prove that MTV can squeeze every last drop of drama out of anything, even a group of high school journalists.
In the premiere episode, the paper's four lead editors
battle for the coveted position of editor in chief at the Circuit, the student newspaper at Cypress Bay High School
in Weston, Fla. Amanda, the outspoken copy editor who is

Story of the Year strikes success

11 paperb

Story of the Year jump for joy with new record: Rockers
return full force with their third studio album.
BY MICHAEL BENNETT

rnotos Trom Myspace.com/rioDois

Find a musical flow with the Flobots: The new rap
group from Colorado definitely deserves your attention.

also the show's narrator, steals the spotlight, while the other
staffers vying for the position talk about her behind her back.
Alex is the sports editor Amanda refers to as her "biggest
competition," Adam is the drama queen business manager,
and Giana is the club's editor who seems more interested in
her boyfriend than becoming editor in chief.
Amanda is clearly the most driven, staying home to write
her editor application essay while the rest of the crew plays
beer pong at a house party. Predictably, she gets the position
(why else would she narrate the show?), and the rest of the
episode soaks up the gossip that results. Once Ms. Weiss, the
faculty member who chooses the new club leader, posts the
list of positions, Giana tells Amanda, "A lot of people didn't
want you to get it. They didn't even care if they got it, they
just didn't want you to get it."
Ouch.
"The Paper" will appeal more to fans of "My Super
Sweet 16" than anyone interested in journalism. Anything
that doesn't involve drama—the newspaper's content, the
work its editors put into an issue—ended up on the cutting
room floor.
"The Paper" could-chronicle any other high school institution in which competition plays an integral role. Replace
the newspapers with pom-poms, and this could be a show
about cheerleading. Now that I think about it, replace Amanda's glasses with a tan and this could be Laguna Beach.
Hey, at least there's no script.

As the "emo" era fades, bands once known for sorrowful
lyrics and high-pitched chorus like Taking Back Sunday are
maturing. Known for its "screamo" 2003 hit "Until the Day I
Die," rock band Story of the Year has followed a similar path.
"The Black Swan," the band's third album, will be released
on April 22. People expecting another album with angst-filled
lyrics will be mistaken. Following the group's unpopular second album, "In the Wake of Determination," Story of the Year
continued its heavy sounds but traveled new paths with added
melody and different lyrics.
Story of the Year left Maverick Records, owned by Warner
Music Group, in 2007 and signed with indie label Epitaph. Guitarist Ryan Phillips mentions the move was positive: "Epitaph

seemed like the perfect place for us at this time in our career.
It's a much more creative environment."
Lead singer Dan Marsala also showed his excitement:
"Making this record felt like starting over. We're like a brand
new band. You can hear it in these songs, we're excited again.
I think we've really stepped it up on this record."
The first song on this album, "Choose Your Fate" is heavy
sounding with screaming, similar to songs on its second album.
As the first song, you'd expect the rest to be the same, but continue listening. The following songs stress Story of the Year's
new direction and maturity.
The album's first single "Wake Up" is upbeat and similar
to singles on the band's first "scene" album, Page Avenue. A
slow starting song with powerful choruses, it won't disappoint
any fans or MTV.
"The Black Swan" appeases Story of the Year fans with
familiar music, but the group has tried new things. "Terrified"
includes piano melodies and a break from lead singer Dan
Marsala's screaming.
Instead of relationships, the lyrics emphasize politics,
war and social issues. Songs like "Wake Up" and "Pale Blue
Dot" highlight human insignificance in a vast universe and
violence is pointless.
"Wake Up's" lyrics preach living life and renouncing
violence: "Wake up - to the sound of this time bomb / Wake
up - to it's deafening song / Wake up - cause you don't know
what you got until it's gone."
With a new label, a new album, and the producer from
its first successful album, Story of the Year is renewed and
prepared for release. For post-hardcore fans, "The Black
Swan" won't disappoint.
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Tristan Prettyman says fhello? to the limelight
were no longer listening and would hole up in her room
for hours producing work. When she finally found the
stage, her parents found themselves suggesting she
give up community college for her music.
When you first hear "Hello," many tracks off the
album seem reminiscent of fellow Californian Colbie
Caillat. This is partially due to Prettyman's throaty
voice, along with the "Bubbly" nature of the tone and
melody of the songs.
The first single from the album is "Madly." She
opens the song with, "I'm not surprised that you still
call / I'm not surprised /I'm more surprised that I don't
answer."
It's a bit of a surprise (no pun intended) to the
listener, but is clarified by the chorus which will get
stuck in your head. "Madly, madly, madly / tell me that
Biogs.knoxnews.com you need me / show me I'm the only / and that's all I
Not just a 'pretty' face: Tristan Prettyman's sophomore release,
need to know /madly, madly, madly / well if you really
"Hello," is a great find.
love me / when you see me leaving baby /just let me
BY VERONICA FLORENTINO
go." You then realize where she comes from, and its
something that every listener wants to identify with.
"I never knew real people could be those people you hear
The instrumental starts out with a slight beat, and creon the radio, or see singing on TV," writes Tristan Prettyman scendos into full-on uplifting melody. "Madly," defines the
on her MySpace.com page.
new era of pop in that it does not have a beat that intimidates
Californian surfer and former Roxy model, Tristan Pret- you or makes you want to hit the clubs. Rather, it comforts. If
tyman started playing music on and off from age 15. On her this song were in a soundtrack, you'd picture the female lead
MySpace page she states that she knew she liked to play music, in her favorite place, relaxing.
but because of her ADD she knew that she couldn't take lesWhen I saw the track, "War Out of Peace," I expected
sons. She used her music as an outlet to vent when her Barbies a song with a darker element. Rather, the song is one of the

iPick

by Steve Bottari
Turn
(Album Version)

Won't Stop

by Travis
From the Album
"The Man Who"
Turn is a great track, again solidly fitting in the genre of Alt.,
that you will be singing over and
over and over. Despite the fact
that Travis, a band often referred
to as Radiohead-lite and put in
the same category as Coldplay,
came out with the song in 1998,
it's nothing new, but it's still a
great track.

by OneRepublic
From the Album "Dreaming Out Loud"
OneRepublic steers away from their regular
sound heard in "Stop & Stare" and "Apologize" and is much more stripped, letting Ryan
Tedder's great voice and emotion charge the
song, rather than strong riffs and standard
beats. It's still "cheese pop," but it's just good
"cheese pop."

w

Hallelujah
(Album Version)
by Jeff Buckley
From the Album "Grace"
An alternative cult favorite for
years, Buckley's masterpiece
was made popular for its being
performed on American Idol.
Its newfound popularity doesn't
take away anything from the
song that gives many a chill
up their spine from hearing it.
This is one song that is required
listening—no excuses.

This Time
by Jonathan Rhys Meyers
From the Album
"August Rush (Soundtrack)"
Yes, you read it right. This song
is from the PG-rated movie
"August Rush," and the singer
is actor Jonathan Rhys Meyers.
But, check it out. The song, and
most of the songs written for the
movie, is great alternative rock.
And Meyers, surprisingly, can
sing. Take a listen and see what
you think.

Soap Disco
(Album Version)

AUGUST RUSH

I'm Ready
(Album Version)

by Kara's Flowers
From the Album
"The Fourth World"
I can admit, I am a Maroon 5 fan.
This song shows what Maroon 5
was like in high school, when they
were Kara's Flowers. They were
good. Basically, they had it from
the beginning and were a little more
alternative. Take a listen, I think
you'll get hooked.

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
All photos from Amazon.com

Belief (Acoustic)
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sweetest tracks of the album. The track has a faster beat to it,
with a swing that suggests empowerment. Prettyman sings,
"Is it what you want / is it what you need / we go back and
forth / making war out of peace / and you won't let go / and I
won't give up," as her chorus.
The song could reflect lovers making the best of their differences or the constant give and take between close friends,
or whatever you make it out to be. Prettyman still does not
intimidate; here, she lends a helping hand. She sings passionately and pledges her loyalty.
On the contrary, I expected "California Girl" to be a favorite track of mine. Nay nay. From the first audible twang,
I realized this song had a vibe other than what I was craving.
The melody does not reflect a California girl in the slightest,
but rather a southern girl. Prettyman only utters the words
"California girl" once and it's barely noticeable to the listener.
All you get out of the song is, "Never gonna fall, I'm never
gonna fall / for that old trick again." By the end of the song,
you're thinking, "OK, we get it, you're not gonna fall for that
trick again, just stop it and hurry to a good song!" This track
is not the greatest representation of Prettyman's talents or her
home state.
Prettyman's sophomore album, "Hello," overall, is a great
find. Prettyman is someone I hope will break it onto the big
scene to take over the new era of pop.

by John Mayer
From the Album
"The Vdlage Sessions"
This is not the John Mayer that came out with "Your
Body is a Wonderland" and all those other pop hits.
Rather this track (and this whole EP) is the new and
improved Mayer, heavy in blues and rock and far, far
away from the pop of his past.

I '

boybuwanttWstolbeyou^
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by Jack's Mannequin
From the Album "Everything In Transit
[Explicit]"
If you haven't listened to Jack's Mannequin, you need to. It's alternative rock with
a piano. This song is great with driving vocals, cool and deep lyrics, and solid piano
playing. Plus, Jack's Mannequin sums up
teenage angst in their album, so you (like
everyone else) will think every song is
about your life. It is a great summer song/
album on heavy rotation on my iPod.

.

Tell us of your eclectic music selections
by sending an e-mail to
niirror.entertainment@gmail.com
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All aboard for Relay for Life!
\£*0*\£ Cruising for a cause

\£\ f"v£

Soon after Departure, there will be a survivor lap followed by a survivor reception. The Sounds will perform at
Fairfield University's Colleges Against Cancer (CAC) is
the reception. A talk will be held at the reception by Fairfield
hosting its second annual Relay for Life on Friday, April 25th
alum and cancer survivor Karen Lynch, who spoke last year's
opening ceremony at last year's
to Saturday, April 26th.
With an original fund-raising
Relay For Life.
Activities throughout theevening
goal of $15,000 doubling last
include performances by the dance
year, Fairfield's CAC hopes to
ensemble and the hip-hop team, and
raise $50,000 in 2008.
bands. A non-alcohelic Tiki bar, an
The event will start at the
oxygen bar, inflatables and caricaturists
Birkenstock Fieldhouse, better
will also be present
known as the RecPlex, at 5 p.m.
Free food will be served
on Friday and end at 5 a.m. on
Saturday. This year's theme is
throughout the event.
Participants can look forward
cruising and the motto is "S.S.
to the luminaria ceremony, which
Hope Floats."
will remember and honor those
The event provides opporwho lost the battle to cancer and for
tunity to educate the University
those who are currently fighting.
community on cancer prevention
The luminarias, dedicated to
techniques as well as to allow the
an
individual,
will designate the
community to honor cancer surarea
where
participants
will walk.
vivors and remember the friends
Lastyeafs "Relay For Life: Coland family they have lost.
lege Edition" attracted 250 people.
About 200 people are al"Within one year, we were
ready registered as participants
able to do so much," said Steel.
of the event. Megan Steel '08,
"In the future, I hope Fairfield
president of the Fairfield chapwill get to a goal of $100,000 with
ter of Colleges Against Cancer,
20 teams participating and have
expects 300 to 400 people.to
Relay be something the entire
participate this year.
campus can join in," she said.
"Relay for Life is an overLuminaria bags are being sold
night team event in which
for $5 at the BCC Information Desk
participants raise money for
from 11 am to 2 pm on Fridays.
cancer research, cancer edu- Gotta keep it up: Lucas the Stag motivates participants, both University and community members to keep on
Although registration for all
cation prevention programs, walking in last year's inaugural Relay for Life.
teams has already closed, Steel enadvocacy and survivor coping
national anthem. University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx, courages students and faculty members to join already formed teams.
programs," Steel said.
More information is available through ACS Relay for Life
In addition, the American Cancer Society's (ACS) will give a blessing.
Other speakers include a special guest cancer survivor, Web site www.relayforlife.org/relay/relaymap or by joining the
newest mission is to increase the amount of funding for
individuals without insurance to get cancer treatment. Steel Steel and Amee Tolia, the American Cancer Society represen- Facebook group "Relay for Life 2008."
says it's an unfortunate reality that many people die of cancer tative of Wilton, Conn.
BY

RENEE BORGHESI

because they cannot afford treatment.
Check in for the Relay For Life will be 5 p.m., and
the "Departure" to begin the event will start at 7 p.m. The
University's a capella group The Sounds will perform the

Warm welcome; Students celebrate s
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In the deep dark depths of the library
for Kennedy-Johnson" in the background.
Another goal of the site, according to
Bochinski, is to show student life throughout
different time periods.

Stadig admits that she enjoys looking through the yearbooks and pictures
to "see how the campus has transformed
overtime."

in the archives and special collections.
"I don't think I'll have gone through everything by the time I graduate," she added.
In the depths of the bottom floor of the li
Then there are the mystery photos that
brary exists a secret treasure of
the staff has worked on to
Fairfield University history.
identify. Stadig will look to see
Boxes upon boxes of
if people overlap in pictures
memorabilia, books, article
in order to discovery their
clippings and pictures from the
identity.
start of the University in the
"It's basically like
1940s to now are stored and
searching for a needle in a
reveal the school's past.
haystack," she said.
Previously, students would
Many of th&people in the
need to ask librarians to scour
pictures have been identified
the room for any information
through people contacting the
they might be looking for on
University after viewing the
the University. As the world
pictures online and through
becomes more and more online
meetings with the Golden
friendly, so must the DiMennaStags, Fairfield alumni who
Nyselius library.
attended the University over
In one of its newest proj50 years ago.
ects, the library has begun digiThe pictures can be entizing the special collections
tertaining to look through,
and archives for online viewbut the main goal of the site is
ing at digital.fairfield.edu.
to give students easy access
Access Services Librarto the information.
ian and University Archivist
. "Students are very digiElise Bochinski shared her
tal," said Director of Library
goal for the site.
Services Joan Overfield.
"I'd like it to be a reposito"It's basically a gold mine of
ry of student information of the
Fairfield's history."
ontributed
university," said Bochinski.
Students can expect to
Students salute: A picture from the archive reveals how Fairfield University students came out in full support of
She considers the project
see the historical documents
Kennedy-Johnson in their campaign back in 1960.
to be her "baby" and has had
by May, which will include;
some very exciting discover"The Fairfield University
ies during the archiving process. One of her
Bochinski and work-study student
But, the process is an extremely Charter," signed by Governor Raymond
favorites is a picture she found of JFK when Stephanie Stadig '10 said a picture of two lengthy one. The archives needed to be E. Baldwin in May, 1945, "The Rector's
he was campaigning in 1960.
female students, whom they believe were organized and scanned to go online. In her Memorandum" Book, 1942-1951 and
In the photograph, he waves to a Loyola Hall residents in the 1970s looking out two years of employment at the library, Sta- letters from landscape architect Arthur
crowd, and students can be seen holding a a window with clothes hanging out to dry, is dig estimated that she has looked through Shurcliff regarding the Japanese Garden
sign saying "Fairfield University Students another one of their favorite pictures.
about half to two-thirds of all the materials at Bellarmine Hall.

BY MAURA ROUSSEAU

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
CAREER CORNER
Application Deadlines
Covidien

Internships including:
Finance-Accounting
GPO Marketing
Sales Compensation
Credit and Collections
Marketing Intern
Sales Training
IS Support
Information Service
Customer Service
Surgical Education
Finance - Rebates

4/21

Strengthen Your Interviewing Skills
Interviewing Tips Presentation at http://www.fairfield.edU/cpc_videos.html#
•
Interviewing Tips
• ■
How to Write a Cover Letter
Presenting an Effective Resume

Need a Job for the Summer?
Don't forget about the Online Job board located on the Career Planning Website!

http://www. fairfield. edu/careers
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HE said / SHE said

Dan Stanczyk

Jackie Mautone

Summer relationships: Pass or fail?
Full fledged college relationships are few and far between. The most common
college relationship is the hook
up. It all starts with one drunken
night when casual flirting turns
into not-so-casual touching. This
process inevitably repeats itself
on drinking nights.
It happens so fast that
you may not even realize that
you are 'with' someone, but
somehow everyone knows who
everyone else is hooking
up with. Even if you
only told your roommate, he/she definitely spilled the beans.
As Julia Roberts so
eloquently suggests
in "Ocean's 11," some'
body is always watching.
The drunken hookup is where
most college relationships reside.
Some rise out of the vicious cycle
of blurred nights and reach the
safe plateau of the sober hang
out, while others just fade away
into the ether. With the constant
temptation of other suitors, it's
like dancing in a minefield.
After a few sober hang outs,
dinner and movie dates, you are

officially a couple. But for some
reason or another, some couples
still try to deny it. Guys still introduce their girl as simply their
friend. We may even see a Facebook "in a relationship" update
but without a name.
Even if you've made it to
the sober hang out scenario,
don't assume anything, especially in the wake of the
summer. A lot of college
students use the summer as a way to free
themselves from the
hook up situation
that they have
fallen into.
Therefore,
for the last two
months, guys and
girls alike have been setting
up their summer flings. Everyone has someone at home that
they've hooked up with in the
past and know that they'll probably hook up with again.
Don't expect things to pick
back up again in September.
People change and so do you,
so start fresh. This is one of the
many reasons that all guys love
freshmen girls.

The school year is coming to a
close (that was probably one
of the most depressing things
I've ever written) and it's time for
everyone to start tying up their
loose ends. Pass finals: Check. Pack
up dorm/beach house room: Check.
Break up with significant other?
The decision to continue a college relationship over the long
summer months is one that many
of us have had to make at least
once in our lives.
If you're part of that couple
that fights and breaks up
every other day, you'll
have no problem come
summertime. Your last
two break-ups were most
likely based on the depth
of old school versus new
school Adam Sandier movies or
whether or not there is a wrong way
to eat a Reese's, but you've survived
both. Now he's mad because he saw
you sitting at a library computer next
to the guy you kissed once three
years ago and, bam, it's over until
September when, after too many
nights alone in his parents' hot tub,
he'll realize that he can't live without
you. You'll be back together before
add/drop is over.

Another couple that won't have
any trouble in the summer is the
cheating couple. These two cheat
on each other freely and everybody
knows about it — except for them.
Once vacation starts, they'll continue with the lies and deceit, and
pick up where they left off come fall
semester. Healthy, right?
One couple that may have
some trouble around this time
of year is the married couple.
They start sentences with
"we," ("we" don't go out
. on Tuesdays, "we" only
drink Michelob Ultra).
Even if they're from
opposite sides of the
country, they'll find
a way to spend time
together in the summer
because if they don't, they will
cease to exist.
You might be fortunate enough
to be in a relationship with someone you don't really care that much
about. Sure, you think they're nice,
maybe even good looking (and let's
face it, nobody likes to sleep alone),
but would it be the end of the world
if one day you just, oops, forgot to
call him back and that was that?
I didn't think so.

O C I A T E S
Congratulations in Advance
to the Graduates of 2008!

1434 Post Rd
Fairfield, CT
203.254*2112

Are you in need of housing after
graduation in Fairfield County?
I specialize in rentals of all sorts!
Apartments, House Shares Etc.

Denise Doonan ('97 Fairfield Graduate)
Phyllis Doonan & Associates
William Raveis RealEstate
203-943-0449 or denisedoonan@earthlink.net

INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH
CHILDREN THIS SUMMER?

..,»...,..M,....~...............~.m.~.~.~.m~.

■,■■■■.■...■■■■■■■■■■■■..■...■■■,.■■■

.,„.„„.,.,..■....,—.W.I.--.,

College Nannies and Tutors provides the perfect opportunity
to earn money while making a difference in a child's life*
• Part time / Full time Schedules

Michael Stars
Hanky Panky
Hard Tail
7 Jeans

• Great Pay
• New Positions Added Daily
■ Immediate Part Time Openings Available

Sweet Pea
Johnny Was

Apply online today at
http://www.collegenannies.com/team

or call 203-373-0498

10% OFF ALWAYS WITH SlUDINT ID

COFFEE BREAK

www.fairfieldmirror.com

College Crossword
O ©2008 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved. lrttp://www.ln-pursuitcom

Having a Monopoly
ACROSS
1. a port in western Israel
6. purchases
9. annoyances
14. popular parody paper
15. it's found in a cell
16. tiptoe
17. in the dark blues
19. not late
20. Satisfy an appetite
21. Former SNLer Gasteyer
22. take a fall
23. dye with a color
25. Joy song, for one
26. in the greens
31. very thin pancake
33. not hers
34. place at an angle
35. move a boat
36. female pronoun
39. cow noise
41. tool used for 35-Across
42. on the water
44. how old you are
46. breath mint flavor
48. in the yellows
52. cease
53. curved
54. close
57. a group of linked computers in
the same building, perhaps
(abbrev.)
58. item
62. poet Allen Poe
63. in the dark blues
65. saying
66. imitate
67. goad (2 wds.)
68. shaved down
69. tune in, turn on, drop out '
70. slowly lets go
DOWN
1. Apple head Steve
2. small buffalo
3. a car brand, once

by Joshua O'Connell
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4. lock of a horse's mane
5. Not or
6. library location
7. open up a lock
8. noisy talk
9. not genuine, but it seems like it
10. tooth coverings
11. member of a Slavic people
12. not short
13. island in Scotland
18. yearn
22. the body (exclusing limbs)
24. action form of 56 down
26. made more recently
27. popular AOL application (abbrev.)
28. conventional Eastern Church
paintings
29. cool
30. amiss
31. study hard for an exam

_:
•

1
32.
37.
38.
40.
43.
45.
47.
49.
50.
51.
54.
55.
56.
59.
60.
61.
63.
64.

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #2-I MEDIUM

PUZZLE #1-EASY

50^ 51

56

A
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bus protestor Parks
useful
breakfast food item
sign
normal
flaps attached to a cap
enjoy to excess
normally existing at birth
made a lion noise
slam into a basket
less than average tide
primary source of Scandanavian
mythology
extract of algae
language spoken in parts of
India and Burma
famous person
Hamiltons
buddy
church seat ■

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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PUZZL : #4 -BRAIN FREEZE
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Week of
04/21/08

ONE
ANY REGULARLY PRICED
PACKAGE/MEMBERSHIP
OR FULL-SIZED
LOTION BOTTLE.
Excludes lotion of the month/EFT's. No sharing of
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined with any
other otters.
©2007 Beach Bum Tanning
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ONEWEEK
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PLATINUM TAN
with lotion
packette purchase.
Must show photo I.D. Consecutive day tanning.
One tan per day. No sharing ot packages/memberships.
Cannot be combined with any other offer. Limit one
coupon per customer.
©200? Beach Bum Tanning

SUNLESS TANS
FOR

TANNING

WITH PURCASE OF
SINGLE SESSION.

\

r

(New Customers Only)
Consecutive day tanning. One tan per day.
No sharing of packages/memberships. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. Limit one coupon
per customer.
© 200? Beach Bum Tanning

rj

Excludes Airbrush Tanning. Coupon applies to Sunless
Tans only. Excludes all other Titanium equipment.
All sessions expire after 30 days. No sharing of
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined with
any other offers. Manhattan prices slightfy higher.
Limit one coupon per customer. Surcharges apply.

GRAND OPENING

Ei I m*

Beach Bum Tanning

As yo J JJS2J u ack-to-school,
by a
V. r ' /: up a beautiful tan.
my wardrobe. ■*
PerfisXHi

FAIRFIELD

1

FREE

1330 Post Road

(203) 292-6888
Open 7 days a week • 9 am 'til midnight

TANNING SUNDAYS
See store for details.

RECEIVE A FREE TAN
WHEN YOU REFER A FRIEND.

COMING SOON!
AIRBRUSH TANNING & AIRBRUSH TATTOOS!

See store for details.

FAIRFIELD STAG
CARDS ACCEPTED

oat

W

1 888 SUN TANN
beachbumtanning.com
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Impressive weekend for soft ball: An eventful

Mirror

week for the softball team concluded with a doubleheader sweep
of Rhode Island on Sunday afternoon.
The Stags narrowly edged Rhode Island in the first game,
4-1, then continued the success with a dominant effort in the
night game with a convincing 10-2 victory. Riannon Thomas '08
finished the day with four hits.
The week began with a pair of out-of-conference games against in-state
opponents. First, the Stags defeated Sacred Heart, 2-0. Thomas continued her
breakout season with a 2-for-4, one RBI effort in the victory.
The very next day, Fairfield ousted Hartford behind a strong effort from
designated hitter Jenna DiBernardo '09, who had a hit in all three at-bats and
added three runs scored and three runs batted in. Kelli Panter ■ ' 11 threw five
shutout innings and struck out eight in the complete game effort.
On Saturday, the Stags split a doubleheader against Saint Peter's College in
MAAC play. Kristie Trifolis '10 sparked Fairfield to a 7-0 victory in the opener.
Sarah Minice ' 11 recorded a win, in a seven-inning effort.
Following a pair of out-of-conference games against Stonybrook, the
Stags will continue MAAC play with a pair of weekend doubleheaders against
Manhattan and Rider.

It's tOUmey time: The men's and women's Golf teams
concluded a strong regular season, and are preparing to hit the
greens of Florida in the MAAC tournament this coming weekend. The tournament begins on Thursday, April 24th in Orlando,
Florida.
This past Sunday, women's golf finished third with a team
score of 683 in the Central Connecticut State Spring Invitational Tournament
in New Britain, CT Kristen MacDonald ' 11 continued her strong season with a
team-best 82 in the second round of the tournament. She finished the weekend
in seventh place overall.
Courtney Richardson '09 also looked strong over the weekend, finishing
11th overall with a two-day score of 171. Richardson tied teammate Christina
DeStefano '11 in the final standings.
Men's golf competed in the Mount St. Mary Spring Invitational tournament
last weekend, and finished in a tie for ninth place. RJ. Zielinski '09 shot a thirdround 73 and finished the weekend in fifth place. Zielinski was ten strokes
behind leader Matt Krembel from Army, who finished with a collective score
of 206 in the three-day event.
The Stags were one of five MAAC teams competing in the tournament, and
finished with a higher score than Canisius and Manhattan.

Male Athlete of the Week

Female Athlete of the Week

ATHLETE: Bill Rafferty 10
SPORT: Baseball
ACHIEVEMENT: A four-and-a-half hour, 12-%
ning thriller against Rider on Sunday afternoon ended
with a walk-off single by outfielder Bill Rafferty '10
Rafferty singled home senior Pat Hoban to secure
the victory for the Stags. Rafferty finished the game
with three hits. The Stags are hopeful that the team
will build off of the recent momentum against Iona
next weekend following out-of-conference games
against UConn and Quinnipiac.

ATHLETE: Rebecca White 09
SPORT: Women's lacrosse
ACHIEVEMENT: Women's lacrosse not only
continued its unprecedented 16-game winning
streak, but also extended a remarkable string of season awards. This week, Rebecca White '09 captured
MAAC Defensive Player of the Week following a
sensational week in which she totaled seven ground
balls and forced eight turnovers. In addition, White
demonstrated her offensive prowess. She finished
the week with five goals and three assists.

THE ONLY THING GROWING FASTER THAN OUR
GRADUATE PROGRAMS IS OUR REPUTATION.
,<f>0°

Accounting
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Computer Information Systems
Education - Elementary
Education - Secondary
Forensic Nurse Clinical Specialist
Interactive Communications
Journalism
Law
MBA/CFA* (Chartered Financial Analyst)
MBA/HCM (HealtK Care Management)
MBA/JD (Joint degree in business and law)
Medical Laboratory Sciences/Biomedical Sciences
Molecular & Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologists' Assistant
Physician Assistant
Graduate Online Programs
Organizational Leadership: Higher Education,
Human Resources, Information Technology,
Insurance
Learn more: www.quinnipiac.edu

Graduate Programs: giaduate@quinnipiac.edu
Graduate Online Programs: quonlineadmissions@quinnipiac.edu
Law School: ladni@qninnipiac.edu

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
1-800-462-1944 I Hamden, Connecticut

At lilSt.

In a season of struggles and misfortune,
the Stags finally caught a long-awaited
break.
A shot from UMass midfielder Evan
Blum hit the crossbar with three seconds remaining in regulation, securing a 10-9 victory
for the Stags and providing relief for a team
that has struggled for most of the season.
"This game is a big game for us," said
Head Coach Ted Spencer, who played at
UMass. "We need to take these [final games
to set the foundation for next year, and if
nothing else give these guys some learning
experience."
The win eased the pain of a disappointing 13-4 loss to ECAC rival Loyola that
occurred just two days before.
The Stags appeared sluggish out of the
gate, as the Minutemen jumped to an early
2-0 lead in the first quarter.
A goal from UMass midfielder Zach
Rodgers early in the second quarter extended
the Minutemen's lead to 3-1 and the game, in
many respects, appeared like a similar script
for the Stags.
The turning point came on an extra man
offense opportunity for the Stags. Sophomore
attackman Dan Holub scored his fifth goal
of the season with 1:33 remaining in the
half, providing the Stags with much needed
momentum.
Fairfield made a strong statement after
halftime, scoring five consecutive goals in a
span of seven minutes, as well as holding the
Minutemen scoreless."
A flurry of offense in the fourth quarter
ended with the Stags holding off a late UMass

rally and two late goals from leading-scorer
Tim Balise.
In the end, it was freshmen who provided the offense needed to secure the victory
and snap an eight-game losing streak, the
second longest stretch without a victory since

Mike Booklet ['07]. I wish we had recognized
him sooner."
Following two goals from Balise to pull
UMass to within one goal with 1:41 to play,
another freshman came of age.
Midfielder Ryan Mulford' 11 scored with

Looking forward: Freshman Todd Baxter '10 and a young Faiifield offense look
to build offseason momentum in the season finale against St. John's.

the team's first varsity season in 1993.
Todd Baxter '11 scored his sixth goal
of the season and second of the game on a
pass from Chris Ajemian '09. The goal gave
the Stags a 9-7 advantage with 5:54 to play
in regulation.
"[Baxter] has shown consistent play
against top teams," said Spencer. "He is playing at a level right now that is equivalent to a

A beastly showing:

36 seconds remaining in regulation, breaking the tie and giving Fairfield its first fourth
quarter lead since the game against Rutgers,
the third game of the season.
"We just have to be confident and keep
working," said Spencer. "We are running
new offensive sets and it is all new stuff. In
fairness to the kids, it is new. It is going to
take some time."

Men's team has strong weekend
at 'Beast of the East' tourney

team: Play Fairfield rugby and dictate
the flow of the game.
"We cannot let them get a sniff," he
said in the pre-game huddle. "Do not let
them get in the game."
Engulfed in a cloud of dust, the

Salisbury University.
While spirits were high, Fairfield
The flashing lights of ambulances
was clearly overmatched in the contest
could be seen busily moving from field
by a team in Salisbury that boasted a
to field at Gardner Seveney Sports
48-0 win earlier in the year over DiviComplex in Portsmouth, R.I., shutsion I opponent Maryland.
tling the injured off in a
Fairfield lost 46-5
testament to the brutality
to the team that would
of the sport.
eventually win its final
Fairfield men's rugby
two games to take the
had a strong showing in
tournament.
the early rounds of the
Their faces, dirt smatteam's biggest tournament
tered, bloodied and swolof the year, the Beast of the
len, were sullen in the
East Tournament.
silence of a final team
The team, which arhuddle before they jourrived on Friday night as
neyed back to Fairfield.
one of 32 entrants in the
"I think we're going
tournament, took the field
to look back on this as a
Saturday morning at 9:30
pivotal moment," Leonard
John Davey/Contributed Photo
a.m. for its first round
said
to his team after the
Fight to the finish: The men's club rugby team fights for posmatch against UMaine - session in a scrum this weekend at the Beast of the East.
game. "The last 10 minFarmington, a team that
utes, I saw some stuff I
had finished second in the
have not seen all season."
tournament last year.
game was hard hitting from the start.
Welch, playing in his final Beast of
Fairfield won the game 17-0, While Fairfield won handily 17-7, there the East, was proud of his team's effort,
controlling the tempo and frustrating were casualties on both sides.
but could not hide his disappointment
UMaine - Farmington to the point that
A scary moment occurred early in at the outcome.
one of their players was ejected from the game when Paul Goldweitz '09 was
"We thought we had the best team,"
the game for punching a Fairfield player temporarily knocked unconscious while said Welch. "We had a tough road to get
in the face.
making a stop.
there [to the finals], but I think we did
Ben Welch '08 scored the first
When he came to, Goldweitz tried well anyway."
try for the Stags and also had a three to convince the medics that he was fine
What once was a collection of dispoint kick, while James Kiernan '09 to play; finally, he relented and was similar athletes had become a team of
finished off the assault with a demoral- taken to the hospital for tests.
committed rugby players.
izing long run towards the end of the
While he did not play against Salis"It's a much more disciplined
second half.
bury, he showed his support for his team team," said John Davey, whose senior
Next up was a 2 p.m., second-round on the sidelines.
sons, Adam and Brian, both play for
match against rival Sacred Heart.
Fairfield was one of eight teams the team.
Fairfield Head Coach Matthew remaining in the tournament when it
"They're a lot more of a team than
Leonard had a simple message to his
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Men's lacrosse defeats UMass 10-9 in thriller, ends eight-game slide

BY KEITH CONNORS

BY ANDREW CHAPIN
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took the field Sunday morning against

a Huh" he said

"We have to build with the nucleus of
this group," said Spencer.
Baxter and Mulford were not the lone
offensive contributors. Nick Lattimore '08
scored two goals, his first of the season, and
two assists.
As for the team's veterans, Ajemian
finished with a goal and an assist, and senior
midfielder Dan Boudreau '08 also added a
goal.
Spencer pointed to the strides made by
the new offensive unit as the key to the team's
success down the stretch.
"We keep scoring more goals. We've
made progress. Not our best, but we have
made improvement from our real downslide,"
said Spencer.
However, the offense was far from the
only factor in the team's most recent win.
Defensively, the Stags held UMass to 17
shots on goal, while forcing 14 turnovers.
In addition, Spencer made the decision
to pull starting goalkeeper Joe Marra '11
following Saturday's lopsided loss to Loyola
on Saturday!
Instead, Spencer turned to Jeff Cilente
'09, who had started two games earlier this
season for Fairfield.
Cilente finished the game with eight
saves and recorded the first win of his
Fairfield career.
The Stags now look to build upon the
convincing victory in the team's final game
against St. John's; The road game will be
played this Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m.
The team is hopeful that recent strides
on offense is a sign of things to come.
"I am proud of the kids," said Spencer.
"They have been through a lot this year."

Women's lacrosse shows no
signs of stopping
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Fairfield is led by its scoring offense, which is ranked
fourth in the nation and freshman Kristen Coleman who
is tied for first in the country with 61 goals and third in the
country with 81 points, both Fairfield records for points
in a season.
The Stags defense is also
ranked fourth in turnovers
forced and 14th in ground balls
per game.
"Caroline [Madrak] and I
try to provide leadership on defense and concentrate on getting
the ball back so we can score,"
said Vallely.
COLEMAN
Madrak added, "Just communication is key on the defensive end."
Two Stags also won weekly awards for their play. Rebecca White '09 was named the MAAC Defensive Player
of the Week and Coleman was named the MAAC Rookie
of the Week. Coleman has won a MAAC award each week
of the season.
"They are really important to our team, not only because of their athletic abilities, but also because their field
presence is just amazing," said Loffredo said about the
award-winners. "You always know where they are on the
field and Rebecca does so much legwork in the midfield;
she really makes things happen."
Loffredo added, "Kristen, when she's on defense, she
comes up with a couple of good plays and then carries
it to the attacking end. They both can come up with big
plays on defense and carry it all the way down and settle
it down and attack."
Fairfield will play Iona Friday during the MAAC Tournament at Iona. If the Stags advance, they will face either
Marist or Canisius on Sunday for the championship.
"I think that their confidence from playing so well this
season is definitely going to carry into the tournament,"
said Loffredo. "I think they are really excited for it and
they are definitely ready."

Editor: Keith Connors
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A league of their own: Mary Vallely '08 leads the way on the field in the Stags' recent 24-13 win over Siena. The victory stretched the team's win streak to 16 consecutive games,
and secured the regular-season MAAC title.a top seed in the upcoming MAAC tournament.

BY CHRIS SIMMONS

A 24-13 win on Senior Day against Siena did more than
just honor the seniors. It gave Fairfield the MAAC regular
season title as the Stags finished the season undefeated in
the conference.
The win is also the Stags' 16th in a row as the team's
record improved to 16-1 overall and 6-0 in conference.
This is the first winning season at Fairfield for the four
seniors on the team: Katie von Hoffmann, Kara Ackerman,
Mary Vallely and Caroline Madrak. Previously, their best
season collectively was last year when the Stags went
8-10 overall.
"Personally, I think it has been a lot more fun everyday
on a consistent basis, even practices. Everyone seems to be
enjoying themselves," said von Hoffmann.
The other seniors agreed that this team was much closer

and enjoying themselves more on the field.
"We're a lot closer," said Vallely. "I think that's made all
the difference this year."
Even their coach noticed the difference.
"I just think that everyone is clicking and it's not necessarily a couple people," said Head Coach Beth Loffredo.
"Everybody has been doing their part."
The Stags depth and balance has helped lead them to
new heights this season. Currently, the team has the third-best
record in the country.
"This is the first time in our four years where we've had
so much depth," said Vallely. "Usually in the past we haven't
had so much, but someone is always stepping up. It is really
made all the difference this year."
Over the last week, the Stags hosted a series of games.
First, the Stags defeated Columbia, 10-9, on Wednesday. Then, the team looked equally impressive against last

season's MAAC champion LeMoyne, 17-13. Finally, the
weekend concluded with a Senior Day win over Siena.
LeMoyne was most likely the biggest test of the season
for the Stags since a season-opening loss to No. 14 Yale by
one goal, 9-8.
LeMoyne was a member of the MAAC conference last
season before switching affiliations this year and becoming
an independent team. Other MAAC members amended the
conference's bylaws to exclude LeMoyne from participation
due to the fact that they only have two teams, baseball and
women's lacrosse, competing in the conference.
The victory over the Dolphins, who entered the game
sporting an eight-game winning streak, gave Fairfield another
quality win against a strong out-of-conference opponent.
"It's definitely nice to be undisputed MAAC regular
season champions," Madrak added.
SEE "WOMEN'S" ON P.
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A silver weekend for the Stags
Men's, women's tennis fall short to Marist

Crew teams second in MAAC, Patterson named top coach

a highly-contested third
singles' match.
Despite the loss to
Marist, the team overcame
a myriad of injuries and

The women's team finished with 135
points and the men with 157 points.
The men's lightweight four, which
When Head Rowing Coach David Patterson made the move from Iona to Fairfield, Patterson called the "flagship team" of the
he knew he was in for a challenge. With a season, led the way for the men with a gold
medal finish. The men's second
small women's team and a men's
varsity four finished second,
team in its first year of varsity, it was
despite leading most of the
supposed to take Patterson time to
race. The men's novice four
develop a winning program.
also picked up a silver medal.
Instead, both teams made a
The women's varsity four
significant jump at the MAAC chamfinished in second place, just
pionships, both finishing in second
sliding past Loyola at the finish
place behind powerhouse Marist.
line. The women's varsity eight
Patterson was awarded the
and second varsity four secured
MAAC Coach of the Year Award
PATTERSON
second place finishes as well.
for his success. This season, he had
"I think that both teams
outstanding results with a men's
team that, competed as a club team last did an exceptional job at MAACs this
year at the MAACs, and a women's squad weekend," said Daria Anuszkiewicz '09.
that improved from third and fourth place "Everyone had their endurances tested by
rowing anywhere from two to four races in
finishes respectively.
'1 am very satisfied with the perfor- the matter of five hours."
The Stags season continues with each
mances of both teams," said Patterson. "It is
flattering to win an award. It is my first and team participating in two more races.
"Our biggest races of the season are
I am happy about it."
"Coach Patterson has been the major coming up," said Brems. "We now have great
catalyst for our team's successes," said Dave momentum coming off these past weeks
Brems '08. "His winning [the award] was performances and are using that as a spring
well-deserved and hard earned. I'm sure it board to help us prepare for the faster crews
that we will face."
won't be his last."

BY KEITH CONNORS

Saturday afternoon
brought two upset victories
over Niagara University,
and a chance at the MAAC
tournament for the men's
and women's tennis teams.
Unfortunately, the results paralleled yet again a
day later, as both teams lost
to Marist in the tournament
finals in Queens, N.Y.
"The team performed
brilliantly," said Head
Coach Ed Paige. "Friday
was as expected. Saturday
was spectacular.
Sunday was deflating,"
Sophomore Dana
Postupack lost in singles'
competition to the Red
Foxes' Christine Ong, 7-5
and 6-0.
Postupack finishes the
season with a team-high 17
wins in singles matches.
Senior Courtney Price
fell to Emily Zampello in

PAIGE

responded after a 3-11 start
to the season.
"After the Rhode Island loss, we met in the
locker room and agreed
that it was a new season,"
said Paige.
"We gave them the
number seven, as in the
number of matches we
needed to win in a row,"
he added. "It was a building block for them to make

the finals."
As for the men, Marist
swept Fairfield in all seven
matches on the afternoon,
which ended the Stags sixmatch winning streak.
Sophomore Ryan
Berthod was defeated in the
first singles' competition.
Balazs Szikla '08 had
difficulty as well, as he
lost the final singles match
of his career to Marist's
Nicholas Pisecky.
In the doubles competition, the Stags dropped the
first two doubles matches
before salvaging the third.
"When you are an underdog, you have to win the
doubles point," said Paige.
"We did that against Niagara, and they blinked.
"We couldn't do that
against Marist," he said.
Paige added, "Both
teams came together tremendously at the end of
the season, which is exactly
what you want as a coach."

BY TOM CLEARY

